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Abstract8

Context: Mobile applications are Event Driven Systems (EDS) that take9

Graphical User Interface (GUI) event sequences as input and respond by10

changing their state. EDS are often tested with event sequences that ex-11

ercise system functionality. Much of prior work focuses on testing random12

event sequences. Combinatorial-based techniques are often used to system-13

atically generate event combinations and may be extended to test behavior14

that occurs only when events are executed in a particular order. We expand15

upon the state-of-the-art by using combinatorial-based techniques to system-16

atically test Android applications with automatically generated GUI event17

sequences.18

Objective: This paper describes a combinatorial-based technique for auto-19

matic construction of Android application test suites. The goal is to minimize20

redundant execution of events, maximize coverage of event combinations, and21

increase the likelihood of testing behavior that occurs when GUI events are22

executed in a particular order.23

Method: A greedy online algorithm selects and executes GUI events that24

maximize coverage of n-way event combinations, where n is a specified event25

combination strength. We compare our combinatorial-based technique to26

random and frequency-based techniques. We use a two-hour time budget to27

generate test suites for ten Android applications and empirically evaluate the28

test suites in terms of code and event coverage.29

Results: Our 2-way and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites achieve better30

code and event coverage compared to random and frequency-based test suites31

in the majority of our subject applications. The results show that there is32
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no significant difference in code or event coverage between 2-way and 3-way33

combinatorial-based test suites.34

Conclusion: Given the time budget, the combinatorial-based technique is
more effective than random and frequency-based techniques, but its effective-
ness may vary depending on specific characteristics of the application under
test.

Keywords: GUI Testing, Automated Testing, Combinatorial Testing,35

Mobile apps, Android, Mobile Application Testing36

1. Introduction37

Mobile devices have become an important part of society as they provide38

a portable means of communication and access to computing services. Smart39

mobile devices use Operating Systems (OS) that provide a platform for appli-40

cations in many critical domains such as e-commerce and mobile banking. It41

is important to develop techniques to cost-effectively test these applications.42

Google’s Android holds the largest share of the mobile OS market worldwide43

[1]. Android applications are Event Driven Systems (EDSs) that take Graph-44

ical User Interface (GUI) event sequences as input and respond by changing45

their state. Examples of GUI events include clicking a button or entering46

data in a text field. EDSs are often tested with manually or automatically47

generated event sequences that exercise system functionality while covering48

as much source code as possible [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. EDS often include functionality49

that can be tested only when events in a sequence occur in a particular order.50

Interactions among these events may cause a System Under Test (SUT) to51

enter a failure state. Combinatorial-based methods are able to test EDSs52

where the order of events is important [4]. These methods often require53

adaptation to the specific constraints imposed by GUI-based software such54

as mobile applications. As with other types of EDS, it is important to test a55

mobile application’s response to specific events executed in a particular order.56

The number of possible event combinations in GUI-based software increases57

exponentially with the number of events. Combinatorial-based methods for58

event sequence testing manage this complexity by systematically examining59

combinations for only a subset of events [4, 7, 8]. Empirical studies in com-60

binatorial testing show that testing interactions among a small number of61

inputs may be an effective way to detect software faults [9, 10, 11, 12].62

In this work, we develop a combinatorial-based technique for automatic63
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construction of Android application test suites. Our online algorithm itera-64

tively selects and executes GUI events to construct event sequences. It does65

not require static analysis of source code or static abstract models of the Ap-66

plication Under Test (AUT). Our combinatorial-based algorithm maintains67

a history of event combinations as part of the test suite construction process.68

It uses the historical information to greedily select and execute events that69

maximize coverage of n-event-tuples (i.e. n-way event combinations), where70

n is a specified event combination strength. This technique enables online71

construction of test suites with an increased likelihood of testing behavior72

that occurs only when events are executed in a particular order.73

Existing techniques for automated GUI testing pay limited attention to74

combinatorial-based testing of mobile applications and often require static75

analysis of source code or construction of static behavioral models [3, 11,76

13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. It is difficult to construct accurate models of77

GUI-based software and testers may not have access to the AUT’s source78

code. Prior work in online GUI testing of Android apps uses random and79

frequency-based algorithms to execute event sequences [19, 20, 21, 22, 23].80

These random algorithms often use a uniform probability distribution to81

randomly select GUI events and have a tendency to redundantly execute82

events without consideration for the order in which events have previously83

occurred. Since our combinatorial-based technique maximizes coverage of84

event combinations, it may be effective for testing Android app behavior85

that occurs only when events are executed in a particular order.86

This paper makes the following contributions:87

• An online combinatorial-based technique to automatically construct88

Android application test suites and maximize coverage of n-way event89

combinations, where n is a specified event combination strength.90

• Results of an empirical study that compares 2-way and 3-way combina-91

torial-based test suites to random and frequency-based test suites across92

ten Android applications in terms of statement coverage, statement93

coverage rate, and event coverage.94

The results of our experiments show that given a two-hour time budget for95

Android applications with 1,026 to 7,981 lines of code: (i) 2-way and 3-way96

combinatorial-based test suites often achieve significantly higher statement97

coverage compared to random and frequency-based test suites (ii) 2-way and98
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3-way combinatorial-based test suites often achieve significantly higher event99

coverage than random and frequency-based test suites.100

2. Background and Related Work101

This section provides an overview of Android application GUIs, combi-102

natorial testing and automated GUI testing of Android applications.103

2.1. Combinatorial Testing104

Combinatorial-based testing techniques systematically examine combi-105

nations of parameter-values for a system. These techniques use sampling106

mechanisms to cover all parameter-value combinations in as few tests as pos-107

sible. Empirical studies show that combinatorial-based testing techniques108

often detect software faults triggered by interactions among inputs of a sys-109

tem [9, 10, 11, 12]. Kuhn et al. [9, 10] study the faults in several software110

projects and show that most faults are triggered by interactions among six111

or fewer parameters.112

A significant body of prior research proposes algorithms and techniques113

to automatically generate covering arrays for combinatorial testing [10, 24,114

25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Many of these algorithms focus on testing interactions115

in systems where inputs are not sequence-based and the order of inputs is not116

important. Kuhn et al. [4] apply combinatorial methods to event sequence117

testing where the order of events is important. They use Sequence Covering118

Arrays (SCA) to generate event sequences that test t events in different119

possible t-way orders. Their technique is limited to situations where events120

cannot be repeated, sequences are of fixed length and there are no constraints121

on the validity of event sequences. We extend their technique to the mobile122

application domain where we must consider constraints on the order of events,123

sequences are not of fixed length, and events may be repeated. We use an124

online algorithm to adapt combinatorial event sequence testing to Android125

applications.126

There are several applications of combinatorial-based methods to GUI127

testing. Yuan et al. [11] use covering arrays to construct GUI event se-128

quences that cover all t-way sequences of events. Their technique is based on129

Event Interaction Graphs (EIG) [11] and handles situations where events can130

be repeated. The covering array is constructed from an EIG model that has131

no ordering relationships between GUI events. The next step of the process132

generates executable test cases by reinserting ordering relationships between133
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events in each row of the covering array. Wang et al. [3, 13] use combi-134

natorial techniques to automatically construct navigational graphs for web135

applications. They also describe a technique to test all pairwise (2-way) in-136

teractions between any two pages of a web application. Their work is specific137

to web applications and is based on a navigational graph model of the AUT.138

Di Lucca et al. [14] present a technique that uses state-chart models to test139

interactions between web applications and browsers. They use graph-based140

coverage criteria to generate test cases that cover all sequences of k transi-141

tions in the state-chart model. This requires that the covered events must142

occur consecutively in sequence. Carino [31] introduces Event Pair Graphs143

(EPGs) and uses them to automatically execute event sequences of prede-144

fined length. The EPGs guide event execution toward coverage of events and145

event pairs.146

In this paper, we extend combinatorial methods to automatic construc-147

tion of Android application test suites. Our combinatorial-based algorithm148

is adapted specifically to Android apps and probabilistically regulates the149

length of event sequences to vary the number of events in each test case. It150

allows specification of a desired event combination strength and maintains151

a set of covered event combinations during test suite construction to maxi-152

mize coverage of n-event-tuples. The algorithm considers the order in which153

events occur and does not rely on static analysis of source code, EPGs or154

static abstract models of the AUT.155

2.2. Android GUI Overview156

An Android app consists of several Java components that are instanti-157

ated at runtime. Activities are the primary GUI components of Android158

apps. Each activity in an Android app has a unique name and is composed159

of GUI widgets that users may interact with (e.g. buttons and text fields).160

Figure 1 shows an instance of an Android activity with several widgets includ-161

ing buttons, spinners, and a text field. Each widget has a set of properties162

and associated values (e.g. label, caption, and size) that describe its visual163

characteristics. Android apps often contain several activities in which user164

interaction may occur and only one activity can be active at any time. Ac-165

tivities define event handlers that execute code in response to events. A166

sequence of events often causes transitions between activities or states of the167

same activity. The Android system manages activities in a stack and the168

activity at the top of the stack is called the running activity. When a user169

or system event launches a new activity, the activity manager adds the new170
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Figure 1: Example of an Android application GUI

activity to the stack. Android devices have “back” and “home” navigation171

buttons that are always available to users. In most Android apps, the “back”172

button removes the running activity from the top of the activity stack and173

does one of the following: (i) reactivates the next activity in the stack or174

(ii) closes the app because the activity stack is empty. The “home” button175

always closes an app and returns to the device’s home screen.176

2.3. Automated GUI Testing of Android Apps177

The majority of existing research in Android application testing uses178

model-based techniques or does not consider interactions among events exe-179

cuted in a particular order. Monkey [21] is an automated testing tool that180

is part of the Android Software Development Kit (SDK). It executes a ran-181

dom stream of events regardless of whether the events are relevant to the182

application under test. Amalfitano et al. [18] develop a tool called MobiGU-183

ITAR that uses a preexisting state machine model to automatically generate184

event sequences for Android apps. Machiry et al. [20] develop a tool called185

Dynodroid that uses a random algorithm to generate and execute a single186

sequence of inputs for Android apps. Dynodroid does not consider the order187

in which events occur as part of its input generation process. Amalfitano et188

al. [32] describe a general framework to compare automatic testing techniques189

for Android applications. The framework provides an abstraction of online190

testing techniques and serves as the basis for experiments to compare several191

existing techniques. The experiments do not include techniques that focus192
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on coverage of event combinations. Nguyen et al. [16] describe a technique193

that combines model-based testing and combinatorial testing to generate194

event sequences from a manually constructed finite state model. Their tech-195

nique converts event sequences into concrete test cases with combinatorial196

input data. The technique does not consider the order of events or cover-197

age of event combinations. Trimdroid [15] is a framework for GUI testing198

of Android applications that uses combinatorial-based methods, automated199

program analysis, and formal specifications to generate tests. Trimdroid ex-200

tracts models from application source code and uses graph-based criteria to201

generate event sequences that are enhanced with combinatorial input data.202

It analyzes source code to detect dependencies between GUI elements and203

uses the derived information to reduce the number of input combinations to204

be considered during testing.205

In this work, we develop and evaluate an online combinatorial-based tech-206

nique to automatically construct Android application test suites without the207

need for source code or static abstract models of the AUT. Our combinatorial-208

based test suites contain distinct event sequences that maximize coverage of209

n-way event combinations. The objective is to minimize redundant execution210

of events and test as many unique event combinations as quickly as possible.211

3. Event Interaction in Android Apps212

Figure 2 shows a state transition graph from a real-world note-taking213

Android application (Tomdroid v1.7.2). State A is the initial GUI state214

of the mobile application. The nodes represent GUI states and the edges215

represent events associated with particular widgets. The state transition216

graph has eight GUI states {A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H} and nine distinct events217

{e0, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8}. The widgets associated with each event are218

highlighted in rectangles and e0 represents the event that launches the ap-219

plication. The two outgoing edges in state F represent the same event but220

with varying behavior depending on the path taken through the graph. We221

use this graph to derive event sequences that illustrate behavior caused by222

interaction among GUI events in an Android app.223

Table 1 shows a test suite T = {t1, t2, t3, t4} with four test cases derived224

from the state transition graph in Figure 2. Each test case ti is an event225

sequence that represents a valid path through the state transition graph.226

Each event sequence covers a set of previously uncovered event pairs and227

results in a final GUI state. We exclude event e0 from Table 1 for the sake of228
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Figure 2: GUI state transition graph for a mobile application (Tomdroid)

ID Start
State

Event Sequence New Pairs Covered Final GUI
State

t1 A 〈e1, e2, e3, e6, e7〉 {(e1, e2), (e1, e3), (e1, e6),
(e1, e7), (e2, e3), (e2, e6),
(e2, e7), (e3, e6), (e3, e7),
(e6, e7)}

F

t2 A 〈e1, e2, e3, e6, e7, e8〉 {(e1, e8), (e2, e8), (e3, e8),
(e6, e8), (e7, e8)}

H

t3 A 〈e1, e2, e4, e5, e6, e7〉 {(e1, e4), (e1, e5), (e2, e4),
(e2, e5), (e4, e5), (e4, e6),
(e4, e7), (e5, e6), (e5, e7)}

F

t4 A 〈e1, e2, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8〉 {(e4, e8), (e5, e8)} G

Table 1: GUI event sequences and interaction-based behavior in a real-world Android app
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brevity. Test t1 covers ten event pairs and results in GUI state F as shown229

in the graph. We construct t2 by appending e8 to t1. Test t2 covers five230

previously uncovered event pairs and results in GUI state H. At this point231

in the test suite, no event pairs with e4 and e5 are covered because they do232

not appear in any of the event sequences.233

Consider the behavior of the mobile application when we construct event234

sequences with e4 and e5. Test t3 takes the path through 〈e4, e5〉 and covers235

nine new event pairs. This results in GUI state F. Test t3 results in the same236

GUI state (F ) as t1 despite the presence of e4, e5 and their corresponding237

pairwise interactions with other events in the sequence. This suggests that238

t1 and t3 cause identical behavior in the mobile application. It also suggests239

that appending e8 to t3 should result in the same GUI state as t2, since t2 is240

also the result of appending e8 to t1. However, we observe that t4 results in241

GUI state G which represents new behavior that is not tested by t1, t2 and t3.242

We cannot attribute this new behavior to the presence of e8 in t4 because e8243

is also in t2. Test t4 is unique because it covers two new event pairs, (e4, e8)244

and (e5, e8). An examination of Tomdroid’s functionality shows that event245

e4 configures the application to keep deleted notes rather than completely246

remove them from storage while e8 confirms deletion of a note. The presence247

of e4 and e8 in t4 such that e4 precedes e8 causes the note deletion event (e8) to248

behave differently from other sequences that do not have this order relation249

between e4 and e8. We refer to this sort of behavior as interaction-based250

behavior.251

A complex Android application may contain numerous instances where252

the order of GUI events affects its behavior. This observation motivates the253

development of a combinatorial-based technique that maximizes coverage of254

event combinations to increase the likelihood of testing behavior that occurs255

only when events are executed in a particular order.256

4. Online Combinatorial-based Test Suite Construction257

4.1. Abstractions and Definitions258

In this section, we describe a set of abstractions and concepts that form259

the basis for our combinatorial-based test suite construction technique. Our260

online algorithm uses these abstractions and concepts to automatically con-261

struct Android application test suites.262

Definition 1. (Action) An action is a 3-tuple a = (w, t, p) where w is a GUI263

widget (e.g. a button), t is a type of interaction (e.g. “click”) and p is a264
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parameter (e.g. text entered in a text field). Examples of actions include265

clicking a specific button or entering text into a text field.266

Definition 2. (GUI State) A GUI state is a 2-tuple s = (act, As) where act267

is the name of the currently running activity (e.g. mainActivity) and As is268

the set of all available actions. As is determined based on an extracted UI269

hierarchy and properties of each UI element.270

Definition 3. (Event) An event is a set of related actions that may occur271

in a particular GUI state. It is a 2-tuple e = (s, Ae) where s is a GUI state272

and Ae is the set of actions associated with the event. An event is typically273

associated with a single action. In some instances, an event may comprise274

two or more related actions (e.g. filling out all text fields before clicking a275

button). Two events are equivalent if they are associated with the same GUI276

state and set of actions. Our definition of event equivalence excludes values277

associated with actions (e.g. specific text typed into an input field).278

Definition 4. (Termination event) A termination event is an event that279

closes the AUT or explores beyond its boundaries. Examples of termination280

events include “exit” buttons or menu items that close the AUT, events that281

open other apps (e.g. the contacts app) and some events associated with the282

“back” button.283

Definition 5. (Test case) A test case t = (e1, e2, ..., en) is a sequence of284

events. The length of a test case is the number of events in the sequence.285

Definition 6. (Test suite) A test suite T = (t1, t2, ..., tn) is an ordered col-286

lection of test cases. The length of a test suite is the number of test cases in287

the collection.288

Definition 7. (Event tuple coverage) An n-event-tuple (e1, e2, ..., en) is cov-289

ered in a test suite if there exists at least one test case that contains all n290

events in the tuple such that e1 ≺ e2 ≺ ... ≺ en
1.291

For example, the test suite T = (〈e1, e2, e3, e4〉, 〈e4, e5, e6, e7〉) covers the292

following 3-event-tuples: {(e1, e2, e3), (e1, e2, e4), (e1, e3, e4), (e2, e3, e4),293

(e4, e5, e6), (e4, e5, e7), (e4, e6, e7), (e5, e6, e7)}.294

1e1 ≺ e2 denotes that e1 precedes e2 in a given sequence of events.
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Algorithm 1: Combinatorial-based test suite construction
Input : application under test, AUT
Input : home button probability, phome

Input : event combination strength, n
Input : test suite completion criterion, c
Output: test suite, T

1 T ← φ // set of event sequences (test suite)

2 Eterm ← φ // set of termination events to avoid

3 coveredTuples← φ // set of covered k-event-tuples (k ≤ n)
4 while test suite completion criteria not met do
5 clear app cache and start AUT
6 ti ← φ // event sequence (test case)

7 repeat
8 tend ← ti ∪ {homeEvent}
9 if random(0, 1) ≤ phome and tend 6∈ T then

10 esel ← homeEvent
11 execute event esel // press home button

12 else
13 Eall ← getAvailableEvents()
14 Eall ← removeTerminationEvents(Eall, Eterm)
15 C ← selectEvents(Eall, ti, coveredTuples, n)
16 esel ← breakTies(C)
17 execute event esel
18 if application is closed then
19 Eterm ← Eterm ∪ {esel} // mark as termination event

20 end
21 update covered event tuples

22 end
23 ti ← ti ∪ {esel}
24 until application is closed
25 T ← T ∪ ti
26 end
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4.2. Test Suite Construction Algorithm295

Algorithm 1 shows our online combinatorial-based algorithm to automat-296

ically construct Android application test suites and maximize coverage of297

event tuples. The algorithm requires the following input: (i) an Android298

Application Package (APK) file (ii) the probability of selecting the “home”299

event (iii) the event combination strength and (iv) a test suite completion300

criterion. The criterion for test suite completion may be a specific number of301

test cases or a fixed time budget. An event combination strength of n spec-302

ifies that the algorithm should maximize coverage of n-event-tuples during303

test suite construction. The algorithm maintains a set of termination events304

(line 2) and a set of covered event-tuples (line 3) to facilitate greedy selection305

and execution of events that cover the largest number of uncovered tuples.306

The event sequence generation process in Algorithm 1 consists of the307

following steps:308

Step 1: Sequence initialization. Line 6 initializes an empty test case.309

Before construction of each test case, line 5 of the algorithm clears any data310

generated by previous test cases and restarts the AUT from its initial GUI311

state. This ensures that the results of one test case do not affect the behavior312

of subsequent test cases.313

Step 2: Sequence termination check. The random(0,1) procedure call314

on line 9 generates a random real number between zero and one. Lines 9-11315

use the specified “home” event selection probability to determine whether316

to terminate test cases with the “home” button, since the “home” button317

is available in each GUI state. This probabilistic approach to test case ter-318

mination ensures that test suites contain test cases of varying length. The319

algorithm terminates event sequences (test cases) with the “home” button320

only when such termination will not result in a duplicate test case. The al-321

gorithm also terminates a test case whenever it executes a termination event322

that closes the AUT or explores beyond its boundaries.323

Step 3: Event identification. The getAvailableEvents procedure call on324

line 13 identifies all available events that can be executed in the current GUI325

state of the AUT and constructs an abstract representation of each event.326

In Android devices, an event associated with the “back” navigation button327

is always available in each GUI state. The product of this step is a set of328

available events Eall in the current GUI state.329
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Step 4: Event selection. The algorithm selects a subset of the events iden-330

tified in step 2. The removeTerminationEvents procedure call on line 14 uses331

the set of termination events Eterm defined on line 2 to remove any known332

termination events from the set of available events Eall. The selectEvents333

procedure call on line 15 selects a set of candidate events C from the set of334

available events Eall such that each event ei ∈ C covers the highest number335

of uncovered event-tuples. The selectEvents procedure is defined in Algo-336

rithm 2.337

Step 5: Tie-breaking. The breakTies procedure call on line 16 handles338

instances where there is more than one event in the set of candidate events339

C. This step uses a tie-breaking strategy to choose a single event from C. In340

this work, we break ties at random. This step produces a single event esel to341

be executed on the AUT.342

Step 6: Event execution. Line 17 executes the selected event esel from343

step 4 by interacting directly with the GUI of the application under test.344

Event execution often covers a set of previously uncovered event tuples and345

may cause the AUT to change its GUI state. Event execution may also close346

the AUT or explore beyond its boundaries. Lines 18-20 of the algorithm347

updates the set of termination events Eterm each time it executes a previously348

unknown termination event. This prevents repeated selection and execution349

of termination events.350

Step 7: Coverage update. After event execution, line 21 of the algorithm351

adds the newly covered event tuples (if any) to the set of covered event-tuples.352

Step 8: Sequence update. Line 23 adds an abstract representation of the353

executed event to the test case under construction.354

The algorithm uses multiple iterations of steps 2-8 to construct and exe-355

cute a single test case one-event-at-a-time until termination. The algorithm356

constructs and executes multiple test cases until it meets the predefined cri-357

terion for test suite completion (e.g. a specified number of test cases or a358

fixed time budget). The specified probability for the “home” event influences359

the average length of test cases in the test suite since the “home” event al-360

ways closes the AUT. In section 4.2.1, we describe an algorithm to select a361

set of candidate events C that cover the highest number of previously un-362

covered k-event-tuples, where k ≤ n and n is a predefined event combination363

strength.364
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Algorithm 2: Greedy n-way event selection
Input : set of available events in current GUI state, Eall

Input : test case under construction, ti
Input : set of covered event tuples, coveredTuples
Input : event combination strength, n
Output: set of candidate events, C

1 function selectEvents(Eall, ti, coveredTuples, n)
2 maxCount← 0
3 C ← φ // set of candidate events

4 for event ei in Eall do
5 tupleCount← 0
6 /* generate set of prefixes from ti */

7 if |ti| < n then
8 tuples← {ti}
9 else

10 tuples← generateTuples(ti, n− 1)
11 end
12 /* compute the number of uncovered tuples that will be

covered by ei */

13 for tuple in tuples do
14 eventTuple← tuple ∪ {ei}
15 if eventTuple 6∈ coveredTuples then
16 tupleCount← tupleCount+ 1
17 end

18 end
19 /* Determine whether to add ei to the set of candidate

events */

20 if tupleCount > maxCount then
21 C ← {ei}
22 maxCount← tupleCount

23 else if tupleCount = maxCount then
24 C ← C ∪ {ei}
25 end

26 end
27 return C
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4.2.1. Event Selection365

Algorithm 2 shows pseudocode to select a set of candidate events C from366

the set of available events Eall such that each event ei ∈ C covers the highest367

number of uncovered event tuples. This event selection process occurs prior to368

addition of each event to the test case under construction and is initiated by369

the selectEvents procedure call on line 15 in Algorithm 1. Our event selection370

algorithm requires the following input to generate the set of candidates: (i)371

the set of available events in the current GUI state Eall (ii) the test case372

under construction ti (iii) the event combination strength n and (iv) the set373

of already covered event tuples.374

The algorithm begins with an empty set of candidate events C on line 3.375

The event selection process then proceeds as follows:376

Step 1: Prefix generation. Lines 7-11 generate a set of prefixes to which377

each ei in Eall will be appended in subsequent steps. Line 7 checks if the378

number of events in ti is less than the specified event combination strength379

n. If |ti| is less than n, line 8 produces a set with a single prefix comprising380

the events in ti. If |ti| ≥ n, line 10 calls a function generateTuples which381

generates a set of prefixes that contains all (n− 1)-event-tuples currently in382

the test case ti. For instance, if ti=(e1, e2, e3, e4) and n=3, generateTuples(ti,383

n− 1) returns {(e1, e2),(e1, e3),(e1, e4),(e2, e3),(e2, e4),(e3, e4)}.384

Step 2: Compute number of uncovered tuples. Lines 13-18 compute385

the number of uncovered tuples that each ei in Eall will cover if added to the386

test case under construction ti. Line 14 appends ei to each tuple generated in387

step 2 and counts the number of resulting tuples that are not yet covered. To-388

gether with the prefix generation process in step 2, this step ensures that the389

algorithm always prioritizes coverage of new event combinations even when390

the test case ti does not yet contain enough events to satisfy the specified391

event combination strength. For example, if the specified event combination392

strength n is 4, and the test case at the time of event selection is ti = (e1),393

the algorithm will count the number of new event pairs that will be covered.394

Similarly, when ti = (e1, e2) with n = 4, the algorithm will count the number395

of new event triples, and so on until |ti| ≥ n. When |ti| ≥ n, the algorithm396

uses the set of (n− 1)-event-tuples generated in step 2 (line 10) to compute397

the number of new n-event-tuples that will be covered if a given ei in Eall is398

added to the test case under construction.399

Step 3: Select candidate events. Lines 20-25 determine whether to add400
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an event ei in Eall to the set of candidate events C based on the computations401

in prior steps. This step adds an event ei to C only if it covers the highest402

number of previously uncovered event combinations.403

The output of Algorithm 2 is a set of events C that cover the highest404

number of uncovered event tuples.405

4.2.2. Implementation406

We implemented our combinatorial-based technique in a tool called Au-407

todroid. The tool takes Android application package files as input and auto-408

matically generates GUI event sequence test suites, log files and statement409

coverage metadata. Autodroid uses Appium test automation framework [33]410

to retrieve a hierarchical representation of each instance of an AUT’s graph-411

ical user interface. This hierarchical representation enables Autodroid to412

identify GUI actions available on a screen and automatically build event ab-413

stractions. When Autodroid encounters a GUI state with text input fields,414

it fills each input field with text that is randomly selected from a predefined415

collection of strings.416

We implemented a random algorithm and a frequency-based algorithm417

as part of Autodroid. In our experiments, we use the random and frequency-418

based algorithms as baselines to evaluate our combinatorial-based technique.419

We implement the random, frequency-based and combinatorial-based tech-420

niques in the same tool to ensure that our experiments are not affected by421

differences in abstractions, heuristics, design choices and operating system422

compatibility issues across different tools. The defining characteristic of our423

combinatorial-based algorithm is that it maintains a set of covered event tu-424

ples to facilitate greedy selection of events that cover the highest number425

of uncovered event tuples. The frequency-based algorithm deterministically426

selects events that have been previously executed the least number of times.427

The random algorithm selects and executes events uniformly at random.428

5. Empirical Study429

This section presents results of an empirical study with 10 Android appli-430

cations that range from 1,026 to 7,981 lines of code. The goal of the empirical431

study is to assess the effectiveness of the combinatorial-based technique in432

terms of statement coverage and event coverage, given a limited time budget433

for testing.434
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5.1. Research Questions435

Our experiments address the following research questions:436

RQ1: Does the combinatorial-based technique increase statement coverage437

and rate of statement coverage compared to random and frequency-438

based techniques?439

RQ2: Does the combinatorial-based technique increase event coverage com-440

pared to random and frequency-based techniques?441

RQ3: How does an increase in event combination strength from 2-way to442

3-way affect statement coverage and rate of statement coverage?443

RQ4: How does an increase in event combination strength from 2-way to444

3-way affect event coverage?445

5.2. Variables and Measures446

This section discusses the variables and metrics used in our experiments.447

5.2.1. Independent Variables448

Our experiments use the following test generation techniques as indepen-449

dent variables:450

Random (Monkey). This technique uses Android Monkey [21], a random451

testing tool that is part of the Android framework, to execute a random452

stream of events. Monkey performs actions on random screen coordinates453

regardless of which widgets are available on the screen.454

Random (Rand). This technique selects and executes events uniformly at455

random. We implemented this random technique as part of our tool, Auto-456

droid. Events are randomly selected from widgets available on the screen.457

Frequency-based (Freq). This technique maintains a history of the num-458

ber of times each event has been previously executed and deterministically459

selects available events that have been previously executed the least number460

of times. Given an ordered set of available events Eall, this frequency-based461

technique selects the first event in Eall that has been previously executed462

the least number of times. Similar to our combinatorial-based technique,463

the frequency-based technique minimizes redundant execution of events and464

prioritizes execution of new events whenever such events are available. We465
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implemented this technique in our tool, Autodroid, as an adaptation of the466

Frequency strategy in Dynodroid [20]. This adaptation was necessary because467

Dynodroid is incompatible with the nine most recent versions of Android and468

would require experimentation with outdated Android applications.469

2-way combinatorial-based (2-way). This technique uses the combinato-470

rial-based algorithm to greedily select and execute events that maximize cov-471

erage of event pairs (i.e. 2-way event combinations).472

3-way combinatorial-based (3-way). This technique uses the combinato-473

rial-based algorithm to greedily select and execute events that maximize cov-474

erage of 3-event-tuples (i.e. 3-way event combinations).475

5.2.2. Dependent Variables476

This study uses the following metrics as dependent variables:477

Statement coverage: This metric measures the number of source code478

statements that a test suite executes for a given AUT.479

Number of distinct events (event coverage): This metric measures the480

number of unique events in a test suite. It represents the extent to which a481

test suite explores the GUI of an application under test.482

Average percentage of statements covered (APSC): We use the APSC483

metric [34] as a measure of how quickly a test suite covers the source code of484

the AUT in a given time interval. The APSC metric estimates the statement485

coverage rate of a test suite and is similar to the Average Percentage of Faults486

Detected (APFD) [35] metric often used in test case prioritization studies.487

The APSC of a test suite corresponds to the area under its coverage-time488

graph as illustrated in Figure 3. If tn is the total time to generate/execute489

a test suite T , ti is some arbitrary point in time during test suite generation490

and cov(ti) is the statement coverage at time ti, then the APSC for the test491

suite is given by:492

APSC =

∑n−1
i=0 (ti+1 − ti)(cov(ti+1) + cov(ti))

2× tn × 100
(1)
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Figure 3: Examples of APSC measures

App Name Version Lines Methods Classes Activities

Habit Tracker 1.7.8 7,981 2,236 437 7

OI Shopping List 2.1.3 5,028 698 172 12

Tomdroid 0.7.5 4,964 737 166 8

Puff 1.2 3,271 706 169 15

Budget 4.4 2,509 459 79 2

Loaned 1.0.2 1,956 341 83 4

Moneybalance 1.4 1,709 318 70 6

A Time Tracker 0.23 1,660 199 36 5

Repay 1.6 1,443 267 60 6

WhoHasMyStuff 1.0.25 1,026 90 24 2

Table 2: Characteristics of selected Android apps

5.3. Experimental Setup493

This section discusses subject applications and the experimental proce-494

dure to evaluate the proposed approach.495

5.3.1. Subject Applications496

We evaluate our combinatorial-based technique on 10 Android apps se-497

lected from F-droid Android app repository [36]. Table 2 shows the charac-498

teristics of the selected apps. The apps range from 1,026 to 7,981 source lines499
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of code (SLOC), 90 to 2,236 methods, 24 to 437 classes and 2 to 15 activities.500

Since our implementation relies on Android GUI testing libraries, we limit501

our selection to applications that use the standard GUI widgets provided by502

the Android framework. In the remainder of this paper, we list the results503

of our experiments in tables by descending size of the applications in terms504

of SLOC.505

5.3.2. Experimental Procedure506

We perform our experiments on Android 5.1 Nexus 4 emulator instances.507

For each subject application, we generate 10 test suites using each of the508

independent variables and 500 test suites in total. We use a fixed time budget509

of two hours (120 minutes) to generate each test suite and set a two-second510

delay between execution of consecutive events in each test case to give the511

AUT time to respond to each event. For the random, frequency-based, and512

combinatorial-based algorithms in Autodroid, we set the fixed probability of513

selecting the “home” event to 5%.514

We use JaCoCo [37] for instrumentation of subject applications and col-515

lection of statement coverage metrics. For test suites generated with Au-516

todroid, we collect statement coverage measurements at time intervals that517

correspond to the end of each test case. For random tests generated with518

Monkey, we collect statement coverage measurements at five-minute inter-519

vals since Monkey generates a single stream of events rather than distinct520

test cases. Our test generation tool, Autodroid, stores an abstract represen-521

tation of the event sequences in each test suite. We analyze each test suite522

to collect event coverage information. The test suites, log files, statement523

coverage metadata and Autodroid tool from our experiments are publicly524

available online2.525

5.4. Results and Analysis526

This section presents and discusses the results of our experiments.527

5.4.1. Statement coverage528

Table 3 shows the mean statement coverage values of the random, fre-529

quency-based and combinatorial-based test suites for each application. The530

combinatorial-based test suites achieve equal or higher mean statement cov-531

erage for seven out of ten applications than the random and frequency-based532

2https://github.com/stlab-unt/autodroid
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Application
Statement coverage (%)

Monkey Rand Freq 2-way 3-way
Habit Tracker 31.60 36.34 36.44 36.26 36.52
OI Shopping List 41.01 43.18 43.84 42.81 42.60
Tomdroid 37.23 50.34 49.86 51.57 51.34
Puff 15.67 19.46 13.11 22.60 20.40
Budget 51.25 64.25 66.05 65.21 65.89
Loaned 38.20 50.34 50.74 59.59 57.83
Moneybalance 45.29 63.12 59.76 69.94 69.04
A Time Tracker 47.34 76.63 76.38 79.36 78.66
Repay 19.62 47.97 47.27 53.63 55.35
WhoHasMyStuff 52.65 81.14 82.98 82.98 82.87

Table 3: Mean statement coverage for random, frequency-based and combinatorial-based
test suites

test suites. The 2-way combinatorial-based test suites achieve higher mean533

statement coverage compared to the 3-way combinatorial-based test suites534

in seven out of ten applications. For three applications, Budget, Repay535

and Habit Tracker, the 3-way combinatorial-based test suites achieve higher536

mean statement coverage than the 2-way combinatorial-based test suites.537

For two applications, OI Shopping List and Budget, the frequency-based538

test suites achieve higher mean statement coverage than the 2-way and 3-539

way combinatorial-based test suites. For one application, OI Shopping List,540

the random test suites generated with Autodroid achieve higher mean state-541

ment coverage than 2-way combinatorial-based test suites. Monkey has the542

lowest mean statement coverage compared to the other techniques across all543

ten applications.544

Figures 4-13 show the distribution of total statement coverage across 10545

test suites for each subject application and technique. The results show that546

for six out of ten applications, 2-way combinatorial-based test suites achieve547

higher median statement coverage than random and frequency-based test548

suites. The 2-way combinatorial-based test suites also achieve higher me-549

dian statement coverage than 3-way combinatorial-based test suites in six550

applications. For Tomdroid (Figure 6), Puff (Figure 7) and Moneybalance551

(Figure 10), there is at least one 2-way combinatorial-based test suite that552

achieves the overall highest statement coverage compared to other techniques.553

For five subject applications, there is at least one 3-way combinatorial-based554
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Figure 4: Statement coverage for Habit Tracker Figure 5: Statement coverage for Shopping List

Figure 6: Statement coverage for Tomdroid Figure 7: Statement coverage for Puff

Figure 8: Statement coverage for Budget Figure 9: Statement coverage for Loaned
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Figure 10: Statement coverage for Moneybalance Figure 11: Statement coverage for ATimeTracker

Figure 12: Statement coverage for Repay
Figure 13: Statement coverage for WhoHas-
MyStuff

test suite that achieves the overall highest statement coverage compared to555

other techniques. Monkey has the lowest median statement coverage for nine556

out of ten subject applications. Monkey also has the highest variability in557

statement coverage across multiple runs for six out of ten subject applica-558

tions. For Habit Tracker (Figure 4), there is at least one Monkey test that559

achieves the highest statement coverage compared to test suites generated560

with the other techniques. For one application, Puff (Figure 7), frequency-561

based test suites have lower median statement coverage compared to Monkey.562

For two applications, Budget (Figure 8) and OI Shopping List (Figure 5), the563

frequency-based test suites have higher median statement coverage than the564

2-way and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites. Compared to the random565
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and combinatorial-based test suites, the frequency-based test suites never566

achieve the overall highest statement coverage for any of the subject appli-567

cations. For OI Shopping List (Figure 5), the random test suites generated568

with Autodroid have higher median statement coverage than the 2-way and569

3-way combinatorial-based test suites.570

5.4.2. Average percentage of statements covered (APSC)571

Application
APSC

Monkey Rand Freq 2-way 3-way
Habit Tracker 0.2920 0.3424 0.3437 0.3485 0.3499
OI Shopping List 0.3568 0.3985 0.3960 0.3953 0.3992
Tomdroid 0.3063 0.4460 0.4477 0.4514 0.4596
Puff 0.1513 0.1740 0.1171 0.1998 0.1735
Budget 0.4450 0.5780 0.6091 0.5922 0.5889
Loaned 0.2550 0.4273 0.4580 0.4986 0.4974
Moneybalance 0.2812 0.5264 0.4909 0.5460 0.5560
A Time Tracker 0.3591 0.6291 0.6561 0.6815 0.6746
Repay 0.1688 0.4067 0.4308 0.4640 0.4597
WhoHasMyStuff 0.3824 0.7324 0.7529 0.7627 0.7716

Table 4: Mean APSC values for random, frequency-based and combinatorial-based test
suites

Table 4 shows mean APSC values for the random, frequency-based and572

combinatorial-based test suites. The APSC value for a given test suite quan-573

tifies how quickly the test suite covers the source code statements of the AUT.574

The APSC results show that the 2-way and 3-way combinatorial-based test575

suites tend to achieve faster statement coverage on average compared to576

the random and frequency-based test suites. The 2-way combinatorial-based577

test suites have higher mean APSC than random test suites for nine appli-578

cations and higher mean APSC than frequency-based test suites for eight579

applications. The 2-way combinatorial-based test suites also have higher580

mean APSC than 3-way combinatorial-based test suites for five applications.581

The 3-way combinatorial-based test suites have higher mean APSC than582

random and frequency-based test suites for nine applications. The 3-way583

combinatorial-based test suites also have higher mean APSC than 2-way584

combinatorial-based test suites for five applications. On average, none of the585

random (i.e. Monkey and Rand) test suites achieve faster statement coverage586
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than both 2-way and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites. For one appli-587

cation, Budget, frequency-based test suites have higher mean APSC than588

2-way and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites.589

Figures 14-23 show the distribution of APSC values across 10 test suites590

for each subject application and technique. The results show that for nine out591

of ten applications, 2-way combinatorial-based test suites have equal or higher592

median APSC compared to random and frequency-based test suites. The593

2-way combinatorial-based test suites also have higher median APSC than594

3-way combinatorial-based test suites in five applications. For ATimeTracker595

(Figure 16) and Puff (Figure 17), there is at least one 2-way combinatorial-596

based test suite that achieves the overall highest APSC compared to other597

techniques. For five subject applications, there is at least one 3-way combina-598

torial-based test suite that achieves the overall highest APSC compared to599

other techniques. Monkey has the lowest median APSC for nine out of ten600

subject applications. Monkey also demonstrates high variability in APSC601

across multiple runs for the majority of subject applications and generates602

tests with the lowest APSC values in nine out of ten applications. For Habit603

Tracker (Figure 14), there is at least one instance where Monkey has the604

highest APSC compared to test suites generated with the other techniques.605

For one application, Puff (Figure 7), frequency-based test suites have lower606

median statement coverage than random test suites generated with Monkey607

and Autodroid. For three applications, Budget (Figure 18), Tomdroid (Fig-608

ure 16) and OI Shopping List (Figure 15), frequency-based test suites have609

equal or higher median APSC than 2-way combinatorial-based test suites.610

For one application, Budget (Figure 18), there is at least one frequency-based611

test suite that has the overall highest APSC compared to other techniques.612

For two applications, Moneybalance (Figure 20) and OI Shopping List (Fig-613

ure 15), there is at least one random test suite generated with Autodroid614

that has the overall highest APSC compared to other techniques. Monkey615

generates at least one test suite that has the overall highest APSC compared616

to other techniques for Habit Tracker (Figure 14).617

Figures 24-33 show coverage-time graphs for test suites with the highest618

APSC values for each technique and subject application. In each graph, the619

y-axis represents the statement coverage in percentage and the x-axis rep-620

resents time in minutes. The graphs represent the best case performance621

across 10 test suites generated with each technique in terms of statement622

coverage rate. The results show that the combinatorial-based technique gen-623

erates test suites with competitive and often better statement coverage rates624
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Figure 14: APSC values for Habit Tracker Figure 15: APSC values for Shopping List

Figure 16: APSC values for Tomdroid Figure 17: APSC values for Puff

Figure 18: APSC values for Budget Figure 19: APSC values for Loaned
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Figure 20: APSC values for Moneybalance Figure 21: APSC values for ATimeTracker

Figure 22: APSC values for Repay Figure 23: APSC values for WhoHasMyStuff

compared to the random and frequency-based techniques in the majority of625

subject applications. The graphs show that the best Monkey tests (in terms626

of APSC) tend to have lower statement coverage rates compared to the other627

techniques in our experiments, including random test suites generated with628

Autodroid. For one application, Habit Tracker (Figure 24), Monkey achieves629

faster statement coverage than other techniques in our experiments. For one630

application, Puff (Figure 27), the best 2-way combinatorial-based test suite631

(in terms of APSC) achieves faster statement coverage than other techniques632

within the first 20 minutes of testing. For OI Shopping List (Figure 25),633

Budget (Figure 25) and WhoHasMyStuff (Figure 33), the best random and634

frequency-based test suites generated with Autodroid show statement cover-635

age rates similar to that of the combinatorial-based test suites.636
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Figure 24: Coverage-time graph for Habit Tracker Figure 25: Coverage-time graph for Shopping List

Figure 26: Coverage-time graph for Tomdroid Figure 27: Coverage-time graph for Puff

Figure 28: Coverage-time graph for Budget Figure 29: Coverage-time graph for Loaned
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Figure 30: Coverage-time graph for Moneybalance Figure 31: Coverage-time graph for ATimeTracker

Figure 32: Coverage-time graph for Repay
Figure 33: Coverage-time graph for WhoHas-
MyStuff

5.4.3. Number of distinct events (event coverage)637

Table 5 shows the average number of distinct events across 10 test suites638

for each subject application and technique. Monkey does not produce tests639

that can be easily analyzed to extract event metrics hence its exclusion from640

the table. For nine out of ten applications, 2-way combinatorial-based test641

suites execute a higher average number of distinct events compared to random642

test suites. The 2-way combinatorial-based test suites also execute a higher643

average number of distinct events than frequency-based test suites for seven644

applications. For eight out of ten applications, the 3-way combinatorial-based645

test suites execute a higher average number of distinct events compared to646
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Application
Number of distinct events

Monkey Rand Freq 2-way 3-way
Habit Tracker - 177 174 186 184
OI Shopping List - 153 234 138 145
Tomdroid - 267 318 311 303
Puff - 30 23 36 34
Budget - 237 251 240 228
Loaned - 155 151 176 174
Moneybalance - 180 179 212 208
A Time Tracker - 137 145 146 140
Repay - 118 117 140 138
WhoHasMyStuff - 114 130 136 134

Table 5: Average number of distinct events covered (rounded to whole numbers) across
10 test suites for each subject application and technique

random test suites. The 3-way combinatorial-based test suites also execute647

a higher average number of distinct events than frequency-based test suites648

for six applications. The 2-way combinatorial-based test suites execute a649

higher average number of distinct events compared to 3-way combinatorial-650

based test suites for nine applications. For one application, OI Shopping List,651

the 3-way combinatorial-based test suites execute a higher average number652

of distinct events compared to 2-way combinatorial-based test suites. For653

OI Shopping List, random test suites execute a higher average number of654

distinct events than the other techniques in our experiments. The frequency-655

based test suites execute an equal or higher average number of distinct events656

than 2-way and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites for three applications:657

Budget, Tomdroid, and OI Shopping List.658

Figures 34-43 show the distribution of event coverage values across 10 test659

suites for each subject application and technique. The results show that for660

eight out of ten applications, 2-way combinatorial-based test suites execute661

an equal or higher median number of distinct events compared to random and662

frequency-based test suites. For six applications, 2-way combinatorial-based663

test suites execute a higher median number of distinct events compared to664

3-way combinatorial-based test suites. For five applications, there is at least665

one 2-way combinatorial-based test suite that executes the highest number666

of distinct events compared to other techniques. For one application, OI667

Shopping List (Figure 35), there is at least one 2-way combinatorial-based668
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Figure 34: Distinct events for Habit Tracker Figure 35: Distinct events for Shopping List

Figure 36: Distinct events for Tomdroid Figure 37: Distinct events for Puff

Figure 38: Distinct events for Budget Figure 39: Distinct events for Loaned
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Figure 40: Distinct events for Moneybalance Figure 41: Distinct events for ATimeTracker

Figure 42: Distinct events for Repay Figure 43: Distinct events for WhoHasMyStuff

test suite that executes the least number of distinct events compared to other669

techniques. The 3-way combinatorial-based test suites execute a higher me-670

dian number of distinct events compared to random test suites for eight671

applications and a higher median number of distinct events than frequency-672

based test suites for six applications. The 3-way combinatorial-based test673

suites also execute an equal or higher median number of distinct events than674

2-way combinatorial-based test suites for six applications. For two applica-675

tions, ATimeTracker (Figure 41) and Repay (Figure 42), there is at least one676

3-way combinatorial-based test suite that executes the highest number of dis-677

tinct events compared to other techniques. There is also at least one 3-way678

combinatorial-based test suite that executes the lowest number of distinct679

events for ATimeTracker (Figure 41) compared to other techniques.680
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For three applications, Budget (Figure 38), Tomdroid (Figure 36) and681

WhoHasMyStuff (Figure 43), frequency-based test suites execute an equal or682

higher median number of events compared to 2-way combinatorial-based test683

suites. Compared to 3-way combinatorial-based test suites, the frequency-684

based test suites execute a higher median number of distinct events for four685

applications. For Tomdroid (Figure 36) and OI Shopping List (Figure 35),686

there is at least one instance, where the frequency-based method executes687

the highest number of distinct events compared to other techniques. In four688

applications, the frequency-based technique generates at least one test suite689

with the lowest number of distinct events compared to other techniques.690

For two applications, Budget (Figure 38) and OI Shopping List (Figure 35),691

random test suites execute a higher median number of distinct events than 2-692

way and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites. There is at least one random693

test suite that executes the lowest number of distinct events compared to694

other techniques for four applications. Random test suites do not execute695

the highest number of distinct events compared to other techniques for any696

of the subject applications.697

5.5. Statistical Tests698

We perform statistical tests to determine whether the combinatorial-699

based test suites are significantly better than random and frequency-based700

test suites in terms of statement coverage, APSC, and event coverage. The701

statistical tests also assess the impact of event combination strength on the702

effectiveness of the combinatorial-based test suites. To standardize compar-703

isons across multiple apps, we use min-max normalization [38] to rescale the704

measurements for each application. We combine the rescaled measurements705

from all applications and perform Mann-Whitney U-tests [39]. We use the706

non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test because it does not assume that the707

measurements for each dependent variable conform to a normal distribution.708

We consider p-values less than 0.05 to be statistically significant. A p-value709

less than 0.05 indicates that there is less than a 5% probability that the710

observed results are due to chance.711

To answer RQ1, we perform two sets of Mann-Whitney U-tests: one to712

compare the statement coverage values of test suites generated with each713

technique and another to compare the APSC values. The null hypotheses of714

the statistical tests are:715

• H0: the code coverage achieved by the combinatorial-based technique716
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is less than the code coverage achieved by the random and frequency-717

based techniques.718

• H ′0: the APSC of the combinatorial-based technique is less than the719

APSC of the random and frequency-based techniques.720

Dependent Variable Compared Techniques p-value
Statement coverage (%) 2way, Monkey 3.81× 10−22

3way, Monkey 1.43× 10−21

2way, Rand 0.002
3way, Rand 0.01
2way, Freq 0.001
3way, Freq 0.009

APSC 2way, Monkey 1.0× 10−27

3way, Monkey 9.93× 10−27

2way, Rand 0.0001
3way, Rand 0.0009
2way, Freq 0.004
3way, Freq 0.009

Table 6: Results of Mann-Whitney U-tests for statement coverage and APSC comparisons
between random, frequency-based and combinatorial-based test suites

Table 6 shows the results of Mann-Whitney U-tests to compare the state-721

ment coverage and APSC of the random, frequency-based and combinatorial-722

based test suites. Based on the results of the statistical tests (p < 0.05)723

and the visual observations in Section 5.4, we reject the null hypotheses724

and answer RQ1 as follows: given a fixed time budget of two hours,725

the combinatorial-based technique increases statement coverage726

and rate of statement coverage (APSC) compared to random and727

frequency-based techniques.728

To answer RQ2, we perform Mann-Whitney U-tests to compare the event729

coverage of the random, frequency-based and combinatorial-based test suites.730

The null hypothesis is as follows: the event coverage achieved by the combina-731

torial-based technique is less than the event coverage achieved by the random732

and frequency-based techniques. Table 7 shows the results of the statistical733

tests. Based on the results of the Mann-Whitney U-tests (p < 0.05) and734

the visual observations in Section 5.4, we reject the null hypothesis and an-735

swer RQ2 as follows: given a fixed time budget of two hours, the736
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Dependent Variable Compared Techniques p-value
Number of distinct events 2way, Rand 1.49× 10−11

3way, Rand 1.66× 10−8

2way, Freq 0.0007
3way, Freq 0.02

Table 7: Results of Mann-Whitney U-tests for event coverage comparisons between ran-
dom, frequency-based and combinatorial-based test suites

combinatorial-based technique increases event coverage compared737

to random and frequency-based techniques.738

To answer RQ3 and RQ4, we perform Mann-Whitney U-tests to compare739

the statement coverage, APSC and event coverage of the random, frequency-740

based and combinatorial-based test suites. The null hypotheses of the sta-741

tistical tests are:742

• H0: there is no significant difference in statement coverage between743

2-way and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites.744

• H ′0: there is no significant difference in APSC between 2-way and 3-way745

combinatorial-based test suites.746

• H ′′0 : there is no significant difference in event coverage between 2-way747

and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites.748

Dependent Variable Compared Techniques p-value
Statement coverage (%) 2way, 3way 0.63
APSC 2way, 3way 0.91
Number of distinct events 2way, 3way 0.20

Table 8: Results of Mann-Whitney U-tests for statement coverage, APSC and event cov-
erage comparisons between random, frequency-based and combinatorial-based test suites

Table 8 shows the results of the Mann-Whitney U-tests. Based on the749

results (p > 0.05), we answer RQ3 and RQ4 with the following conclusions:750

given a fixed time budget of two hours, an increase in event com-751

bination strength from 2-way to 3-way has no significant effect752

on total statement coverage, rate of statement coverage and event753

coverage.754
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5.6. Discussion and Implications755

The results of our experiments show that the combinatorial-based tech-756

nique may significantly increase the effectiveness of automatically generated757

test suites for Android applications in terms of statement coverage, the rate of758

statement coverage and event coverage compared to random and frequency-759

based techniques. This improvement in statement coverage and event cov-760

erage is not guaranteed for all applications since there are multiple applica-761

tion characteristics that may affect the effectiveness of combinatorial-based762

methods in relation to other techniques. This section discusses some of the763

observations from our experiments and identifies factors that play a role in764

the performance of the various techniques.765

The results of our experiments show that Monkey produces tests with the766

lowest total coverage, lowest APSC values, and highest variability, even when767

compared to the random technique implemented in our tool, Autodroid. This768

is primarily because of implementation differences between Monkey and the769

other techniques implemented as part of Autodroid. Monkey performs ac-770

tions on random screen coordinates and does not analyze the GUI of the771

application under test to interact directly with widgets, whereas Autodroid772

analyzes the GUI of the application under test to identify which GUI widgets773

and associated events are available for execution. This causes Monkey to of-774

ten perform several actions that are not relevant to the application under775

test and may result in situations where Monkey is unable to perform any776

useful actions on screens with few widgets spread widely apart from each777

other. This limitation of Monkey is apparent across the majority of subject778

applications in our experiments especially in Puff (Figure 7) where it is rarely779

able to get past the “splash screens”. There are a few exceptions, such as780

Habit Tracker (Figure 4 and Figure 24), where Monkey may be effective and781

this may be due to the complexity of the application’s GUI in terms of the782

number of widgets on each screen and their distance from one another. Since783

Monkey performs actions on random screen coordinates and does not need784

to analyze the GUI of the application under test, it is not hindered by an785

inability to identify complex GUI widgets that are not part of the standard786

Android framework. This may further explain Monkey’s competitive results787

in few instances. Monkey also has high variance across most of the applica-788

tions which makes it a less reliable option relative to the other techniques.789

Due to the overall poor performance of Monkey, the rest of this section fo-790

cuses on the random, frequency-based and combinatorial-based techniques791

implemented in Autodroid.792
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The experiments include two instances of our combinatorial-based tech-793

nique: 2-way and 3-way. The combinatorial-based instances iteratively select794

and execute events that attempt to maximize coverage of event tuples. The795

results of our experiments show that the combinatorial-based technique often796

increases statement coverage, rate of statement coverage, and event coverage797

during the two-hour time limit compared to random and frequency-based798

alternatives. The statistical tests show that 2-way combinatorial-based test799

suites demonstrate the most significant improvement in statement coverage,800

APSC, and event coverage compared to random and frequency-based test801

suites. There is no statistically significant difference between 2-way and 3-802

way combinatorial-based test suites in terms of statement coverage, APSC803

and event coverage. This suggests that given a fixed time budget for test804

generation, an increase in event combination strength from 2-way to 3-way805

does not necessarily increase overall statement coverage. The improvement806

in statement coverage and event coverage for the majority of subject applica-807

tions suggests that the combinatorial-based technique may be able to reach808

and explore GUI states that are accessible only when specific events are exe-809

cuted in a particular order. Figure 44 shows one such scenario in Repay that810

requires execution of specific events in a particular order E = {e1, e2, e3, e4}811

to go from “State A” to “State C”. In this scenario, event e3 ∈ E may812

be any of the widgets labeled 1-9 in “State B”. Each of the events ei ∈ E813

represents clicking a specific widget indicated by the bounding boxes in the814

figure. Any alteration to the execution order of the events in E will pre-815

vent the event sequence from reaching “State C”. Coverage of event pair816

(e1, e2) in “State A” enables a transition to “state B” and coverage of event817

pair (e3, e4) in “state B” enables a transition to “state C”. Our analysis of818

the random, frequency-based and combinatorial-based test suites for Repay819

shows that each of the test suites generated with the combinatorial-based820

technique reaches “State C” at least once while the random and frequency-821

based test suites rarely reach “State C”. This observation suggests that the822

combinatorial-based technique may increase the likelihood of testing behavior823

that occurs only when GUI events are executed in a particular order.824

The effectiveness of the combinatorial-based technique may vary across825

different applications based on specific characteristics such as the number of826

lines of code and events. Given the fixed time limit of two hours, the differ-827

ence in statement coverage between random, frequency-based and combina-828

torial-based test suites diminishes as the size of the applications increase. For829

the two largest applications in our experiments, Habit Tracker and OI Shop-830
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Figure 44: Example of a GUI state in Repay that is reachable only when specific events
are executed in a particular order {e1, e2, e3, e4}

ping List, there is little difference (less than 1%) in mean statement coverage831

across 10 test suites for the random, frequency-based and combinatorial-832

based test suites. The assumption behind our combinatorial-based technique833

is that maximizing coverage of event combinations will increase the likeli-834

hood of testing behavior that occurs only when specific events are executed835

in a particular order. The statement coverage benefits of the combinatorial-836

based technique depend on the level to which such event interactions affect837

the behavior of an application under test and the proportion of source code838

responsible for such interaction-based behavior.839

Random techniques may repeatedly select previously executed events,840

even when new events are available. Such redundant execution of events typi-841

cally provides no additional benefits in terms of statement coverage and event842

coverage. Some Android applications may benefit more from techniques that843

prioritize coverage of individual events rather than coverage of event combi-844

nations. For such applications, the frequency-based technique may produce845

effective test suites since it always selects the least frequently executed events846

while the combinatorial-based technique may focus on covering event combi-847

nations that provide no code coverage benefits. This may be the reason why848

the frequency-based test suites demonstrate slightly higher mean statement849

coverage for Budget and OI Shopping List compared to 2-way and 3-way850

combinatorial-based test suites. The event coverage results for Budget and851

OI Shopping List show that the frequency-based test suites execute a higher852
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average number of distinct events than the combinatorial-based test suites.853

This may be an indicator that event coverage is of greater importance than854

coverage of event combinations for those specific applications.855

There is one application, Tomdroid, where the frequency-based test suites856

have higher event coverage than the combinatorial-based test suites but857

achieve less statement coverage on average. This observation suggests that858

although the number of distinct events executed in a test suite may be impor-859

tant for some applications, higher event coverage does not necessarily lead860

to improved statement coverage. In some instances, the benefits of covering861

event combinations may outweigh the benefits of covering individual events.862

The frequency-based technique shows some weakness in scenarios that re-863

quire repeated execution of the same event within a single GUI state. The864

frequency-based technique always selects the first available event that has865

been previously executed the least number of times. This deterministic selec-866

tion process may produce similar subsequences across multiple test cases and867

result in an inability to execute the same event multiple times consecutively868

within a single GUI state. This observation is similar to the observations in869

Machiry et al. [20] where the authors report that the deterministic nature of870

the frequency-based technique limits its statement coverage abilities. In one871

instance, Puff, frequency-based test suites achieve limited statement cover-872

age because they are rarely able to execute the same event multiple times873

consecutively to get past the “splash screens”, especially since each of these874

screens resolves to the same GUI state.875

There are other factors that may cause code to be unreachable regardless876

of which technique is used to automatically generate tests. In Android appli-877

cations, specific blocks of code may be reachable only within the context of a878

particular OS version. There may be blocks of code that are reachable only879

via integration with other applications (e.g. contacts, email, etc.). Certain880

functionality may rely on dynamic manipulation of contextual factors such as881

network connectivity, battery levels, and location. These factors need to be882

considered during the development of automated testing tools and techniques883

for Android applications.884

5.7. Threats to Validity885

Threats to validity exist in this study, including several that open oppor-886

tunities for future research.887
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5.7.1. Threats to Construct Validity888

Multiple metrics can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the tech-889

niques. To limit the threat to construct validity, this study uses three metrics890

as dependent variables: statement coverage, APSC and event coverage. The891

statement coverage metric indicates how much of an AUT’s source code a892

given test suite covers. The APSC metric measures the rate of statement cov-893

erage. The event coverage metric enables practitioners to judge the quality894

of tests based on limited amount of information available in black-box testing895

scenarios. Future work may consider other metrics, such as fault detection896

to measure the effectiveness of the test generation techniques.897

5.7.2. Threats to Internal Validity898

Multiple threats to internal validity exist in this study. First, different899

event and state abstractions may produce results that vary from those re-900

ported in this study. Our implementation uses the abstractions defined in901

Section 4.1. Future work may consider different combinations and sequences902

of events that occur within a single activity or across multiple activities. Sec-903

ond, the use of different algorithms (e.g. search-based) may yield different904

results. This study uses a greedy algorithm to generate event sequences that905

maximize coverage of event tuples. Elements of randomness in the evaluated906

algorithms also pose a threat to internal validity of this study. To minimize907

this threat, we generate 10 test suites for each application using each of the908

techniques in our experiments. Another threat to internal validity is the lim-909

ited time budget of two hours for each test suite. A different time budget910

may produce results different from those reported in this study. However,911

the results of our experiments with a two hour time budget provide useful912

insight into the effectiveness of our combinatorial-based technique compared913

to random and frequency-based techniques.914

5.7.3. Threats to External Validity915

The generalizability of the results is another threat to the validity of916

this study. The effectiveness of the proposed approach may vary depending917

on the size, complexity, and type of the application under test. To limit918

this threat, we use ten Android applications from different categories and of919

various sizes, including apps with 1,026 LOCs to 7,981 LOCs. A different set920

of applications may yield different results.921
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6. Conclusions and Future Work922

This work presents an online combinatorial-based technique to automat-923

ically construct Android application test suites and maximize coverage of924

n-way event combinations. The online technique does not require source925

code analysis or static abstract models of the AUT’s behavior. We evaluate926

the combinatorial-based technique on ten Android applications and compare927

the results to random and frequency-based techniques. The results of our928

experiments show that 2-way and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites are929

typically more effective than random and frequency-based test suites in terms930

of statement coverage, rate of statement coverage and event coverage. There931

is no statistically significant difference in statement and event coverage be-932

tween 2-way and 3-way combinatorial-based test suites. The results also933

show that the combinatorial-based technique may increase the likelihood of934

testing behavior that occurs only when specific GUI events are executed in935

a particular order. Random testing techniques that interact with screen co-936

ordinates (e.g. Monkey) show large variance in results across multiple runs937

and are less reliable than techniques that analyze the GUI of the application938

under test to determine which events to execute.939

Future work will extend our combinatorial-based algorithms and exper-940

iments to distinguish between intra-activity and inter-activity event combi-941

nations. The objective of such a study will be to determine whether it is942

more important to consider interactions among events in different activities943

or among events within the same activity. Future iterations of Autodroid944

will incorporate hybrid techniques and a feedback loop that enables testers945

to specify portions of an application under test where event combinations are946

important.947
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